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Today, 27 July 2023, is my 300th day in Japan, living
in Kyoto and fulfilling my lifetime dream of
experiencing 4 seasons and truly living with nature.
 
How time flies and what an amazing 299 days!!! How I
wish time could go back to 1 Oct 2022 and I could
restart this journey all over again. But as the quote
says "Nobody can go back and start a new beginning,
but ANYONE can start today and make a new ending".
With my 299 days of amazing experiences and
memories, I encourage you to start today and plan for
your amazing new ending. Another quote says "If you
keep doing the same old things, don't expect new
amazing things to happen to you".

On this 300th day, my inspiration wants to pen down
my current thoughts and gratefulness. No words can
describe how grateful I am towards everyone and
everything who/which contributed to my this amazing
299 days. Thank you Japan, thankful to my school,
helpful and friendly staff, sen sei. So thankful for all
the new connections and great kind friends. Surely a
new life experience to be able to build an
international network of friends. Thank you everyone
for the new amazing memories and enjoyment, thank
you for crossing into my life and my path and brought
a brand new memories into my life. I am grateful to
everyone of you.

Without stepping out and flew here on 1 Oct 2022, I
won't be able to see and feel a brand new world.
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During these 299 days, I have fully fulfilled my desire, 
 spending days with the romantic autumn leaves and
beautiful heart-melting Sakura; watching and feeling
snow falling on streets and on my palm; living in 360
degrees white world with my 5 dearest nieces; sunset,
waterfalls, driving around Japan, meditated while
facing mountains, invest and key orders while facing
autumn leaves, and of course watch my dream one-
hour fireworks. And, of course, all the Oishi food, I
appreciate great food because I live to eat.

And, I am sincerely grateful for the deeper connection
with all the Buddhas and the Universe, which enhanced
and grew my spiritual journey. I want to take this
opportunity to share with everyone who read this, that
you won't regret if you start to understand and
practice the Law of Attraction, Law of Universe and
pay respect to Buddhas to cleanse your negative
energy. I totally believed that the Universe and
Buddhas delivered all the amazing and memorable
events and people to me. I trust Universe and Buddhas
fully and I will continue to practice their rules and laws,
and focus on connecting with people who are on the
same vibration and inspirations as me.

What's the plan after this 300th day? You will know
when you are in the same connection as me. I know
what I want and enjoy. If you know what you want and
our vibrations cross, Universe will surely act and create
the next level of experiences and memories.

We only live once. Work hard, but at the same time
don't forget to LIVE. Stay 100% positive and only
connect with people who are positive, and see how
Universe delivers your dreams to you.
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